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Yamaha began making classical guitars in 1941 and later introduced the legendary FG180 acoustic, a forefather of the FG series. Since then, Yamaha has created class-leading instruments, including the Revstar®, SBG and Pacifica® electric guitars, BB basses, APX electro acoustics, the unique Silent Guitar and the TransAcousticTM guitar.
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                                    Line 6 is known for products that leverage groundbreaking digital technology. With a long history of firsts, Line 6 has a proven track record in defining new product categories for guitarists. The best-selling flagship Helix® family of amp and effects processors has achieved enormous success, receiving numerous accolades and awards along the way. More recently the innovative line of Catalyst® guitar amps and the reimagined DL4TM MkII delay pedal help to round out a wide variety of offerings from Line 6.
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                                        Ampeg has produced some of the music industry's most innovative amplification products including the first bass combo amp, the first guitar amp with reverb and the de facto stage bass amp, the SVT®. Since the 1940s, Ampeg has offered unique and often first-to-market features and performance capabilities, resulting in six U.S. patents under the Ampeg brand name. Recent offerings include the HeritageTM 50th Anniversary SVT flagship amp, the powerful and practical Rocket Bass® line, and the forward-thinking SVT Suite plugin.
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                                    Nylon-string guitars taken beyond tradition. Building on a history of bohemian creativity and expert craftsmanship, Córdoba incorporates the musician's love for individuality into each guitar. From the traditional to the ground breaking, Córdoba guitars represent the history and future of guitar making.
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                                        To play a Guild Guitar is to experience the finest in acoustic tone and performance, the finest in instrument craftsmanship, and more than 60 years of history, heritage, and tradition. Along with its elegant beauty, the first thing you'll notice about a Guild guitar is its tone. In any shade from warm to bright, from subtle to full-voiced and powerful, the dynamic range, balance, and projection of a fine Guild instrument delivers an unparalleled acoustic experience. Experience the best in acoustic sound, feel, and performance.
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                                    HumiCase™ offers a full line of affordable cases specifically designed to protect acoustic guitars from the elements. With both the novice and professional musician in mind, HumiCase products include everything needed to ensure safe, proper humidification and protection.
                                    


                                    HumiCase's patent pending dual action humidity control system is mounted in each case, and designed to maintain continuous humidity control. The system is currently available in three distinct styles as well as in kit form for retrofitting non-humidified cases.
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                                        Founded in the late 1930s by Harry DeArmond, DeArmond is a manufacturer of guitar parts and accessories most known for easy-to-install guitar pickups such as the Rhythm Chief fingerboard-mounted archtop guitar pickup and the RHC soundhole pickup for acoustic guitar.
                                    


                                        With state-of-the-art products such as the Tone Boss acoustic soundhole pickup (2017) and forthcoming re-releases of original designs, DeArmond continues to offer vintage-inspired user-friendly products for guitarists of all types.
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                                        Aquila: Producing some of the world's best gut and synthetic strings for ukuleles, guitars and a variety of other instruments, the Italian company is a welcome addition to the Yamaha Guitar Group brand lineup. All Córdoba ukulele models now use Aquila strings exclusively.
                                    


                                        Savarez: Founded in 1770, Savarez is one of the oldest and most respected string manufacturers for guitars and other instruments. Yamaha Guitar Group is the official US distributor for the full line of Savarez products.
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